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Abstract11

We study three levels in a hierarchy of nondeterminism: A nondeterministic automaton A is12

determinizable by pruning (DBP) if we can obtain a deterministic automaton equivalent to A by13

removing some of its transitions. Then, A is good-for-games (GFG) if its nondeterministic choices14

can be resolved in a way that only depends on the past. Finally, A is semantically deterministic (SD)15

if different nondeterministic choices in A lead to equivalent states. Some applications of automata16

in formal methods require deterministic automata, yet in fact can use automata with some level of17

nondeterminism. For example, DBP automata are useful in the analysis of online algorithms, and18

GFG automata are useful in synthesis and control. For automata on finite words, the three levels in19

the hierarchy coincide. We study the hierarchy for Büchi, co-Büchi, and weak automata on infinite20

words. We show that the hierarchy is strict, study the expressive power of the different levels in it,21

as well as the complexity of deciding the membership of a language in a given level. Finally, we22

describe a probability-based analysis of the hierarchy, which relates the level of nondeterminism23

with the probability that a random run on a word in the language is accepting.24
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1 Introduction28

Nondeterminism is a fundamental notion in theoretical computer science. It allows a29

computing machine to examine several possible actions simultaneously. For automata on30

finite words, nondeterminism does not increase the expressive power, yet it leads to an31

exponential succinctness [25].32

A prime application of automata theory is specification, verification, and synthesis of33

reactive systems [29, 15]. Since we care about the on-going behavior of nonterminating34

systems, the automata run on infinite words. Acceptance in such automata is determined35

according to the set of states that are visited infinitely often along the run. In Büchi36

automata [9], the acceptance condition is a subset α of states, and a run is accepting iff it37

visits α infinitely often. Dually, in co-Büchi automata, a run is accepting iff it visits α only38

finitely often. We also consider weak automata, which are a special case of both Büchi and39

co-Büchi automata in which no cycle contains both states in α and states not in α. We use40

three-letter acronyms in {D, N} × {F, B, C, W} × {W} to describe the different classes of41

automata. The first letter stands for the branching mode of the automaton (deterministic or42

nondeterministic); the second for the acceptance condition type (finite, Büchi, co-Büchi or43

weak); and the third indicates that we consider automata on words.44

For automata on infinite words, nondeterminism may increase the expressive power45
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XX:2 A Hierarchy of Nondeterminism

and also leads to an exponential succinctness. For example, NBWs are strictly more46

expressive than DBWs [19], whereas NCWs are as expressive as DCWs [21]. In some47

applications of the automata-theoretic approach, such as model checking, algorithms can48

be based on nondeterministic automata, whereas in other applications, such as synthesis49

and control, they cannot. There, the advantages of nondeterminism are lost, and algorithms50

involve a complicated determinization construction [26] or acrobatics for circumventing51

determinization [18]. Essentially, the inherent difficulty of using nondeterminism in synthesis52

and control lies in the fact that each guess of the nondeterministic automaton should53

accommodate all possible futures.54

A study of nondeterministic automata that can resolve their nondeterministic choices in55

a way that only depends on the past started in [16], where the setting is modeled by means56

of tree automata for derived languages. It then continued by means of good for games (GFG)57

automata [12].1 A nondeterministic automaton A over an alphabet Σ is GFG if there is a58

strategy g that maps each finite word u ∈ Σ∗ to the transition to be taken after u is read;59

and following g results in accepting all the words in the language of A. Note that a state q60

of A may be reachable via different words, and g may suggest different transitions from q61

after different words are read. Still, g depends only on the past, namely on the word read62

so far. Obviously, there exist GFG automata: deterministic ones, or nondeterministic ones63

that are determinizable by pruning (DBP); that is, ones that just add transitions on top of a64

deterministic automaton. In fact, the GFG automata constructed in [12] are DBP.2 Beyond65

the theoretical interest in DBP automata, they are used for modelling online algorithms: by66

relating the “unbounded look ahead” of optimal offline algorithms with nondeterminism, and67

relating the “no look ahead” of online algorithms with determinism, it is possible to reduce68

questions about the competitive ratio of online algorithms and the memory they require to69

questions about DBPness [2, 3].70

In terms of expressive power, it is shown in [16, 24] that GFG-NXWs, for X ∈ {B,C}, are as71

expressive as DXWs. For automata on finite words, GFG-NFWs are always DBP [16, 22]. For72

automata on infinite words, GFG-NBWs and GFG-NCWs need not be DBP [5]. Moreover, the73

best known determinization construction for GFG-NBWs is quadratic, and determinization74

of GFG-NCWs has a tight exponential blow-up [14]. Thus, GFG automata on infinite words75

are (possibly even exponentially) more succinct than deterministic ones. Further research76

studies characterization, typeness, complementation, and further constructions and decision77

procedures for GFG automata [14, 7, 4], as well as an extension of the GFG setting to78

pushdown ω-automata [20] and to alternating automata [8, 6].79

A nondeterministic automaton is semantically deterministic (SD, for short) if its non-80

deterministic choices lead to states with the same language. Thus, for every state q of the81

automaton and letter σ ∈ Σ, all the σ-successors of q have the same language. Beyond the82

fact that semantically determinism is a natural relaxation of determinism, and thus deserves83

consideration, SD automata naturally arise in the setting of GFG automata. Indeed, though84

not all GFG automata are DBP, it is not hard to see that they can all be pruned to an85

SD automaton [14]. Moreover, such a pruning can be done in polynomial time, and so we86

assume, without loss of generality, that all GFG automata are SD. Thus, SD can be thought87

also as a natural relaxation of GFG.88

1 GFGness is also used in [11] in the framework of cost functions under the name “history-determinism”.
2 As explained in [12], the fact that the GFG automata constructed there are DBP does not contradict their

usefulness in practice, as their transition relation is simpler than the one of the embodied deterministic
automaton and it can be defined symbolically.
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Thus, we obtain the following hierarchy, from deterministic to nondeterministic automata,89

where each level is a special case of the levels to its right.

Nondeterministic
Semantically
Deterministic

Good For
Games

Determinizable
By Pruning

Deterministic

90

For automata on finite words, all levels of the hierarchy coincide in their expressive power.91

In fact, the three internal levels coincide already in the syntactic sense: every SD-NFW is92

DBP. Also, given an NFW, deciding whether it is SD, GFG or DBP, can each be done in93

polynomial time [2].94

For Büchi and co-Büchi automata, the picture is less clear, and is the subject of our95

research. Before we describe our results, let us mention that an orthogonal level of determinism96

is that of unambiguous automata, namely automata that have a single accepting run on each97

word in their languages. An unambiguous NFW need not be SD, and a DBP-NFW need not98

be unambiguous. It is known, however, that a GFG unambiguous NFW, NCW, or NBW, is99

DBP [7].100

We study the following aspect and questions about the hierarchy.101

Strictness Recall that not all GFG-NBWs and GFG-NCWs are DBP [5], and examples102

for this include also SD automata. On the other hand, all GFG-NWWs (in fact, all GFG-103

NXWs whose language can be recognized by a DWW) are DBP [7]. We show that SD-NXWs104

need not be GFG for all X ∈ {B,C,W}. Of special interest is our result on weak automata,105

whose properties typically agree with these of automata on finite words. Here, while all106

SD-NFWs are GFG, this is not the case for SD-NWWs.107

Expressive power It is known that for all X ∈ {B,C,W}, GFG-NXWs are as expressive108

as DXWs. We extend this result to semantic determinism and show that while SD-NXWs109

need not be GFG, they are not more expressive, thus SD-NXWs are as expressive as DXWs.110

Since an SD-NXW need not be GFG, this extends the known frontier of nondeterministic111

Büchi and weak automata that are not more expressive than their deterministic counterpart.112

Deciding the determinization level of an automaton It is already known that113

deciding the GFGness of a given NXW, for X ∈ {B,C,W}, can be done in polynomial114

time [2, 14, 4]. On the other hand, deciding whether a given NCW is DBP is NP-complete [13].115

We complete the picture in three directions. First, we show that NP-completeness of deciding116

DBPness applies also to NBWs. Second, we show that in both cases, hardness applies even117

when the given automaton is GFG. Thus, while it took the community some time to get118

convinced that not all GFG automata are DBP, in fact it is NP-complete to decide whether a119

given GFG-NBW or GFG-NCW is DBP. Third, we study also the problem of deciding whether120

a given NXW is SD, and show that it is PSPACE-complete. Note that our results imply121

that the nondeterminism hierarchy is not monotone with respect to complexity: deciding122

DBPness, which is closest to determinism, is NP-complete, then GFGness can be checked in123

polynomial time, and finally SDness is PSPACE-complete. Also, as PSPACE-hardness of124

checking SDness applies already to NWWs, we get another, even more surprising, difference125

between weak automata and automata on finite words. Indeed, for NFWs, all the three levels126

of nondeterminism coincide and SDness can be checked in polynomial time.127

A probability-based analysis of the different levels Consider a nondeterministic128

automaton A. We say that A is almost-DBP if we can prune transitions from A and129

obtain a deterministic automaton A′ such that the probability of a random word to be130

in L(A) \ L(A′) is 0. Thus, while A′ need not accept all the words in L(A), it rejects131

only a negligible fragment of L(A). Clearly, if A is DBP, then it is almost-DBP. A typical132

MFCS 2021
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analysis of the performance of an on-line algorithm compares its performance with that of an133

off-line algorithm. The notion of almost-DBPness captures cases where the on-line algorithm134

performs, with probability 1, as good as the offline algorithm. We study the almost-DBPness135

of GFG and SD automata. We show that while for Büchi (and hence also weak) automata,136

semantic determinism implies almost-DBPness, thus every SD-NBW is almost-DBP, for137

co-Büchi automata semantic determinism is not enough, and we need GFGness. Thus, there138

is an SD-NCW that is not almost-DBP, yet all GFG-NCWs are almost-DBP.139

2 Preliminaries140

2.1 Automata141

For a finite nonempty alphabet Σ, an infinite word w = σ1 ·σ2 · · · ∈ Σω is an infinite sequence142

of letters from Σ. A language L ⊆ Σω is a set of infinite words. For i, j ≥ 0, we use w[1, i] to143

denote the (possibly empty) prefix σ1 · σ2 · · ·σi of w, use w[i+ 1, j] to denote the (possibly144

empty) infix σi+1 · σi+2 · · ·σj of w, and use w[i + 1,∞] to denote its suffix σi+1 · σi+2 · · · .145

We sometimes refer also to languages of finite words, namely subsets of Σ∗. We denote the146

empty word by ε.147

A nondeterministic automaton over infinite words is A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉, where Σ is an148

alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, δ : Q×Σ→ 2Q \∅ is a transition149

function, and α is an acceptance condition, to be defined below. For states q and s and a150

letter σ ∈ Σ, we say that s is a σ-successor of q if s ∈ δ(q, σ). Note that A is total, in the151

sense that it has at least one successor for each state and letter. If |δ(q, σ)| = 1 for every152

state q ∈ Q and letter σ ∈ Σ, then A is deterministic.153

A run of A on w = σ1 ·σ2 · · · ∈ Σω is an infinite sequence of states r = r0, r1, r2, . . . ∈ Qω,154

such that r0 = q0, and for all i ≥ 0, we have that ri+1 ∈ δ(ri, σi+1). We extend δ to sets of155

states and finite words in the expected way. Thus, δ(S, u) is the set of states that A may156

reach when it reads the word u ∈ Σ∗ from some state in S ∈ 2Q. Formally, δ : 2Q×Σ∗ → 2Q157

is such that for every S ∈ 2Q, finite word u ∈ Σ∗, and letter σ ∈ Σ, we have that δ(S, ε) = S,158

δ(S, σ) =
⋃
s∈S δ(s, σ), and δ(S, u · σ) = δ(δ(S, u), σ). The transition function δ induces a159

transition relation ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q, where for every two states q, s ∈ Q and letter σ ∈ Σ,160

we have that 〈q, σ, s〉 ∈ ∆ iff s ∈ δ(q, σ). For a state q ∈ Q of A, we define Aq to be the161

automaton obtained from A by setting the initial state to be q. Thus, Aq = 〈Σ, Q, q, δ, α〉.162

The acceptance condition α determines which runs are “good”. We consider here the163

Büchi and co-Büchi acceptance conditions, where α ⊆ Q is a subset of states. We use the164

terms α-states and ᾱ-states to refer to states in α and in Q \ α, respectively. For a run r, let165

inf (r) ⊆ Q be the set of states that r traverses infinitely often. Thus, inf (r) = {q ∈ Q : q =166

ri for infinitely many i’s}. A run r of a Büchi automaton is accepting iff it visits states in α167

infinitely often, thus inf (r) ∩ α 6= ∅. Dually, a run r of a co-Büchi automaton is accepting iff168

it visits states in α only finitely often, thus inf (r) ∩ α = ∅. A run that is not accepting is169

rejecting. Note that as A is nondeterministic, it may have several runs on a word w. The170

word w is accepted by A if there is an accepting run of A on w. The language of A, denoted171

L(A), is the set of words that A accepts. Two automata are equivalent if their languages are172

equivalent.173

Consider a directed graph G = 〈V,E〉. A strongly connected set in G (SCS, for short) is a174

set C ⊆ V such that for every two vertices v, v′ ∈ C, there is a path from v to v′. A SCS is175

maximal if it is maximal w.r.t containment, that is, for every non-empty set C ′ ⊆ V \ C, it176

holds that C ∪C ′ is not a SCS. The maximal strongly connected sets are also termed strongly177

connected components (SCCs, for short). The SCC graph of G is the graph defined over the178
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SCCs of G, where there is an edge from an SCC C to another SCC C ′ iff there are two179

vertices v ∈ C and v′ ∈ C ′ with 〈v, v′〉 ∈ E. A SCC is ergodic iff it has no outgoing edges in180

the SCC graph.181

An automaton A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉 induces a directed graph GA = 〈Q,E〉, where 〈q, q′〉 ∈182

E iff there is a letter σ ∈ Σ such that 〈q, σ, q′〉 ∈ ∆. The SCSs and SCCs of A are those of183

GA. The α-free SCCs of A are the SCCs of A that do not contain states from α.184

A Büchi automaton A is weak [23] if for each SCC C in GA, either C ⊆ α (in which185

case we say that C is an accepting SCC) or C ∩ α = ∅ (in which case we say that C is a186

rejecting SCC). Note that a weak automaton can be viewed as both a Büchi and a co-Büchi187

automaton, as a run of A visits α infinitely often, iff it gets trapped in an accepting SCC, iff188

it visits states in Q \ α only finitely often.189

We denote the different classes of automata by three-letter acronyms in {D, N} ×190

{F, B, C, W} × {W}. The first letter stands for the branching mode of the automaton191

(deterministic or nondeterministic); the second for the acceptance condition type (finite,192

Büchi, co-Büchi or weak); and the third indicates that we consider automata on words. For193

example, NBWs are nondeterministic Büchi word automata.194

2.2 Probability195

Consider the probability space (Σω,P) where each word w = σ1 · σ2 · σ3 · · · ∈ Σω is drawn by196

taking the σi’s to be independent and identically distributed Unif(Σ). Thus. for all positions197

i ≥ 1 and letters σ ∈ Σ, the probability that σi is σ is 1
|Σ| . Let A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉 be a198

determnistic automaton, and let GA = 〈Q,E〉 be its induced directed graph. A random walk199

on A, is a random walk on GA with the probability matrix P (q, p) = |{σ∈Σ:〈q,σ,p〉∈∆}|
|Σ| . It200

is not hard to see that P(L(A)) is precisely the probability that a random walk on A is201

an accepting run. Note that with probability 1, a random walk on A reaches an ergodic202

SCC C ⊆ Q, where it visits all states infinitely often. It follows that P(L(A)) equals the203

probability that a random walk on A reaches an ergodic accepting SCC.204

2.3 Automata with Some Nondeterminism205

Consider a nondeterministic automaton A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉. We say that two states q, s ∈ Q206

are equivalent, denoted q ∼A s, if L(Aq) = L(As). Then, A is semantically deterministic207

(SD, for short) if different nondeterministic choices in A lead to equivalent states. Thus, for208

every state q ∈ Q and letter σ ∈ Σ, all the σ-successors of q are equivalent: for every two209

states s, s′ ∈ δ(q, σ), we have that s ∼A s′.210

An automaton A is good for games (GFG, for short) if its nondeterminism can be resolved211

based on the past, thus on the prefix of the input word read so far. Formally, A is GFG if212

there exists a strategy f : Σ∗ → Q such that the following hold:213

1. The strategy f is consistent with the transition function. That is, f(ε) = q0, and for214

every finite word u ∈ Σ∗ and letter σ ∈ Σ, we have that 〈f(u), σ, f(u · σ)〉 ∈ ∆.215

2. Following f causes A to accept all the words in its language. That is, for every infinite216

word w = σ1 · σ2 · · · ∈ Σω, if w ∈ L(A), then the run f(w[1, 0]), f(w[1, 1]), f(w[1, 2]), . . .,217

which we denote by f(w), is an accepting run of A on w.218

We say that the strategy f witnesses A’s GFGness. For an automaton A, we say that a219

state q of A is GFG if Aq is GFG. Note that every deterministic automaton is GFG. Also,220

every GFG automaton can be made SD. Indeed, removal of transitions that are not used221

by a strategy that witnesses A’s GFGness does not reduce the language of A and results in222

MFCS 2021
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an SD automaton. Moreover, by [14, 4], the detection of such transitions can be done in223

polynomial time.224

We say that a nondeterministic automaton A is determinizable by prunning (DBP) if225

we can remove some of the transitions of A and get a deterministic automaton A′ that226

recognizes L(A). We then say that A′ is a deterministic pruning of A. Note that every227

DBP nondeterministic automaton is GFG. Indeed, the deterministic pruning of A induces a228

witness strategy.229

3 The Different Levels and Their Expressive Power230

In this section we study syntactic and semantic hierarchies induced by the different levels231

of nondeterminism. For two classes C1 and C2 of automata, we use C1 � C2 to indicate that232

every automaton in C1 is also in C2. Accordingly, C1 ≺ C2 if C1 � C2 yet there are automata233

in C2 that are not in C1. We first show that the nondeterminism hierarchy is strict, except234

for all GFG-NWWs being DBP. The latter is not surprising, as all GFG-NFWs are DBP. On235

the other hand, unlike the case of finite words, we show that not all SD-NWWs are GFG. In236

fact the result holds already for NWWs that accept co-safety languages, namely all whose237

states except for an accepting sink are rejecting.238

I Theorem 1. [Syntactic Hierarchy] For X ∈ {B,C,W}, we have that DXW ≺ DBP-239

NXW � GFG-NXW ≺ SD-NXW ≺ NXW. For X ∈ {B,C}, the second inequality is strict.240

Proof. By definition, each class is a special case of the one to its right. We prove strictness.241

It is easy to see that the first and last strict inequalities hold. Indeed, for all X ∈ {B,C,W},242

consider a nonempty DXW A, and obtain an NXW B by adding to A a σ-transition from243

the initial state to a new rejecting state, for a letter σ such that A accepts some word that244

starts with σ. Then, B is a DBP-NXW that is not a DXW. Also, as at least one σ-successor245

of the initial state of A is not empty, B is an NXW that is not a SD-NXW.246

The relation between DBPness and GFGness has already been studied. It is shown in [5]247

that GFG-NXW need not be DBP for X ∈ {B,C}, and shown in [7] that GFG-NWW are248

DBP. It is left to relate GFGness and SDness. Consider the NWW W in Figure 1. It is249

not hard to check that W is indeed weak, it is SD, as all its states recognize the language250

{a, b}ω, yet is not GFG, as every strategy has a word with which it does not reach qacc – a251

word that forces each visit in qa and qb to be followed by a visit in q0.252

W:

q0

qb

qa

qacc

a

b

a

b

a, b

a

b

b

a

W ′
:

q0

qb

qa

qacc

a

b

a, b

a

b

b

a

Figure 1 An SD-NWW that is not GFG.

Hence GFG-NWW ≺ SD-NWW. As weak automata are a special case of Büchi and253

co-Büchi, strictness for them follows. J254

We continue to study expressive power. Now, for two classes C1 and C2 of automata, we255

say that C1 is less expressive than C2, denoted C1 ≤ C2, if every automaton in C1 has an256
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equivalent automaton in C2. Since NCW=DCW, we expect the hierarchy to be strict only in257

the cases of Büchi and weak automata. As we now show, however, semantically deterministic258

automata are not more expressive than deterministic ones also in the case of Büchi and weak259

auotmata.260

I Theorem 2. [Expressiveness Hierarchy] For X ∈ {B,W}, we have that DXW =261

DBP-NXW = GFG-NXW = SD-NXW < NXW.262

Proof. In [16, 14], the authors suggest variants of the subset construction that determinize263

GFG-NBWs. As we argue below, the construction in [14] is correct also when applied to264

SD-NBWs. Moreover, it preserves weakness. Thus, DBW=SD-NBW and DWW=SD-NWW.265

Also, the last inequality follows from the fact DBW<NBW and DWW<NWW [19].266

Given an NBW A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉, the DBW generated in [14]3 is A′ = 〈Σ, Q′, q′0, δ′, α′〉,267

where Q′ = 2Q, q′0 = {q0}, α′ = {S ∈ 2Q : S ⊆ α}, and the transition function δ′ is defined268

for every subset S ∈ 2Q and letter σ ∈ Σ as follows. If δ(S, σ)∩α = ∅, then δ′(S, σ) = δ(S, σ).269

Otherwise, namely if δ(S, σ) ∩ α 6= ∅, then δ′(S, σ) = δ(S, σ) ∩ α.270

The key observation about the correctness of the construction is that when A is an271

SD-NBW, then for all reachable states S of A′, we have that q ∼A q′ for all states q, q′ ∈ S.272

Indeed, if A is SD, then for every two states q, q′ ∈ Q, letter σ ∈ Σ, and transitions273

〈q, σ, s〉, 〈q′, σ, s′〉 ∈ ∆, if q ∼A q′, then s ∼A s′. Also, by the definition of δ′, every reachable274

state S of A′ contains only α-states or only ᾱ-states. As we formally prove in Appendix A,275

these properties guarantee that indeed L(A′) = L(A) and that weakness of A is maintained276

in A′. J277

4 Deciding the Nondeterminism Level of an Automaton278

In this section we study the complexity of the problem of deciding the nondeterminism level279

of a given automaton. Note we refer here to the syntactic class (e.g., deciding whether a280

given NBW is GFG) and not to the semantic one (e.g., deciding whether a given NBW has281

an equivalent GFG-NBW). Indeed, by Theorem 2, the latter boils down to deciding whether282

the language of a given NXW can be recognized by a DXW, which is well known: the answer283

is always “yes” for an NCW, and the problem is PSPACE-complete for NBWs and NWWs284

[17].4285

Our results are summarized in Table 1. The entries there describe both the case in which286

the given automaton is a general NXW, and the case in which the given automaton is an287

NXW that belongs to a level, that is one level to the right of the questioned one (for example,288

deciding DBPness of a GFG automaton). In fact, the complexity of the two cases coincide,289

with one exception: deciding whether a given NWW is DBP, which is PTIME in general,290

and is O(1) when the given NWW is GFG, in which case the answer is always “yes”.291

I Theorem 3. Deciding whether an NXW is semantically deterministic is PSPACE-complete,292

for X ∈ {B,C,W}.293

Proof. Membership in PSPACE is easy, as we check SDness by polynomially many checks of294

language equivalence. Formally, given an NXW A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉, a PSPACE algorithm295

3 The construction in [14] assumes automata with transition-based acceptance, and (regardless of this) is
slightly different: when α is visited, A′ continues with a single state from the set of successors. The key
point, however, is the same: A being SD enables A′ to maintain only subsets of states, rather than
Safra trees, which makes determinization much easier.

4 The proof in [17] is for NBWs, yet the arguments there apply also for weak automata.
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DBP GFG SD

NBW NP-complete PTIME PSPACE-complete
Th. 4 [4] Th. 3

NCW NP-complete PTIME PSPACE-complete
[13] (Th. 8) [14] Th. 3

NWW PTIME (O(1)) PTIME PSPACE-complete
[14, 4]([7]) [14, 4] Th. 3

Table 1 Deciding the level of an NXW. The results are valid also in the case the given NXW is
one level to the right in the nondeterminism hierarchy. Two exceptions are the cases of deciding the
DBPness of a GFG NCW and GFG NWW, where the results are specified in ( ).

goes over all states q ∈ Q, letters σ, and σ-successors s and s′ of q, and checks that s ∼A s′.296

Since language equivalence can be checked in PSPACE [28] and there are polynomially many297

checks to perform, we are done.298

Proving PSPACE-hardness, we do a reduction from polynomial-space Turing machines.299

Given a Turing machine T with space complexity s : N→ N, we construct in time polynomial300

in |T | and s(0), an NWW A of size linear in T and s(0), such that A is SD iff T accepts the301

empty tape5. Clearly, this implies a lower bound also for NBWs and NCWs. Let n0 = s(0).302

Thus, each configuration in the computation of T on the empty tape uses at most n0 cells.303

We assume, without loss of generality, that once T reaches a final (accepting or rejecting)304

state, it erases the tape, moves with its reading head to the leftmost cell, and moves to the305

initial state. Thus, all computations of T are infinite and after visiting a final configuration306

for the first time, they consists of repeating the same finite computation on the empty tape307

that uses n0 tape cells.308

We define A so that it accepts a word w iff (C1) w is not a suffix of an encoding of a309

legal computation of T that uses at most n0 cells, or (C2) w includes an encoding of the310

initial configuration of T on the empty tape and the final configuration after it, is accepting.311

It is not hard to see that if T accepts the empty tape, then A is universal (that is, accepts312

all words). Indeed, each word w is either not a suffix of an encoding of a legal computation313

of T that uses at most n0 cells, in which case w is accepted thanks to C1. Otherwise, the314

encoding of the computation of T on the empty tape is a subword of w, in which case w315

eventually includes an encoding of the initial configuration of T on the empty tape, and the316

final configuration after it is accepting, and thus w is accepted thanks to C2. Also, if T317

rejects the empty tape, then A rejects the word that encodes the computation of T on the318

empty tape. Indeed, C1 is not satisfied, and since every encoding of the initial configuration319

is followed by an encoding of the rejecting computation of T , the final configuration after it320

is rejecting, and so C2 is not satisfied too.321

In order to define A so that it is SD iff T accepts the empty tape, we define all its states322

to be universal iff T accepts the empty tape. Intuitively, we do it by letting A guess and323

5 This is sufficient, as one can define a generic reduction from every language L in PSPACE as follows.
Let TL be a Turing machine that decides L in polynomial space f(n). On input w for the reduction,
the reduction considers the machine Tw that on every input, first erases the tape, writes w on its tape,
and then runs as TL on w. Then, the reduction outputs an automaton A, such that Tw accepts the
empty tape iff A is SD. Note that the space complexity of Tw is s(n) = max(n, f(|w|)), and that w is
in L iff Tw accepts the empty tape. Since A is constructed in time polynomial in s(0) = f(|w|) and
|Tw| = poly(|w|), it follows that the reduction is polynomial in |w|.
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check the existence of an infix that witnesses satisfaction of C1 or C2, and also let it, at each324

point of its operation, go back to the initial state, where it can guess again. Note that when325

T accepts the empty tape, all the suffixes of a word w satisfy C1 or C2. Thus, A making a326

bad guess does not prevent it from later branching into an accepting run.327

We now describe the operation of A in more detail (see Figure 2).

wait for violation

wait for initial configuration wait for  before 

guess C1 success (C1)

retry

look for C1 or C2

retry

retry

found initial

success (C2)

found C1 or C2

Figure 2 The structure of the NWW constructed in Theorem 3.

328

In its initial state, A guesses which of C1 and C2 is satisfied. In case A guesses that C1 is329

satisfied, it guesses the place in which w includes a violation of the encoding. As we detail in330

Appendix B, this amounts to guessing a violation of the transition function of T : in each step,331

A may guess that the next three letters encode a position in a configuration and the letter to332

come n0 letters later, namely at the same position in the successive configuration, is different333

from the one that should appear in a legal encoding of two successive configurations. If a334

violation is detected, A moves to an accepting sink. Otherwise, A returns to the initial state335

and w gets another chance to be accepted. In case A guesses that C2 is satisfied, it guesses336

the place in which w encodes an initial configuration. If A guesses a position of an initial337

configuration, but the guess fails, then A goes back to the initial state. If the guess succeeds,338

A waits for an accepting configuration of T . If an accepting configuration arrives before a339

rejecting one, then A moves to an accepting sink. Otherwise, if a rejecting configuration340

arrives before an accepting one, then A returns to the initial state. Also, whenever A waits341

to witness some behavior, namely, waits to guess a position of an initial state, waits to guess342

a position of a violation, or waits to see a final configuration, it may nondeterministically,343

upon reading the next letter, return to the initial state. It is not hard to see that A can be344

defined in size linear in T and n0. As the only accepting states of A is the accepting sink, it345

is clearly weak, and in fact describes a co-safety language.346

We prove that T accepts the empty tape iff A is SD. First, if T rejects the empty tape,347

then A is not SD. To see this, consider the word wε that encodes the computation of T on the348

empty tape, and let w′ε be a word that is obtained from wε by making a single violation in the349

first letter. That is, w′ε[2,∞] = wε[2,∞], and w′ε[1, 1] 6= wε[1, 1]. Note that w′ε ∈ L(A) since350

it has a violation. Note also that any proper suffix of w′ε encodes a suffix of a computation351

of T that uses at most n0 tape cells and does not have of a final accepting configuration, and352

hence is not in L(A). Consequently, the word w′ε can be accepted by A only by guessing a353

violation that is caused by the first letter. In particular, if we guess to wait for the initial354

configuration upon reading the first letter, then we cannot branch to an accepting run. This355

shows that A is not SD. For the other direction, we show that if T accepts the empty tape,356

then all the states of A are universal. First, note that each infinite word w is either not a357

suffix of a legal encoding of a computation of T that uses at most n0 tape cells, in which358

case it is in the language of A by C1, or it is a suffix of a legal encoding of a computation359

that uses only n0 tapes cells, and is eventually an encoding of the computation of T on the360
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empty tape, in which case, as T accepts the empty tape, w is in the language of A according361

to C2. Thus, the initial state of A is universal. Now by the definition of A, for every infinite362

word w and for all states q of A that are not the accepting sink, there is a path from q to363

the initial state that is labeled by a prefix of w. Thus, the language of all states is universal,364

and they are all equivalent. This clearly implies that A is SD.365

Thus, we conclude that T accepts the empty tape iff A is SD. In Appendix B, we give366

the full technical details of the construction of A. J367

I Theorem 4. The problem of deciding whether a given GFG-NBW is DBP is NP-complete.368

Proof. For membership in NP, observe we can check that a witness deterministic pruning A′369

is equivalent to A by checking whether L(A) ⊆ L(A′). Since A′ is deterministic, the latter370

can be checked in polynomial time. For NP-hardness, we describe a parsimonious polynomial371

time reduction from SAT. That is, given a CNF formula ϕ, we construct a GFG-NBW Aϕ372

such that there is a bijection between assignments to the variables of ϕ and DBWs embodied373

in Aϕ, and an assignment satisfies ϕ iff its corresponding embodied DBW is equivalent to374

Aϕ. In particular, ϕ is satisfiable iff Aϕ is DBP.375

Consider a SAT instance ϕ over the variable set X = {x1, . . . , xn} and with m ≥ 1 clauses376

C = {c1, . . . , cm}. For n ≥ 1, let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For a variable xk ∈ X, let C0
k ⊆ C be377

the set of clauses in which xk appears negatively, and let C1
k ⊆ C be the set of clauses in378

which xk appears positively. For example, if c1 = x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3, then c1 is in C1
1 , C0

2 , and379

C1
3 . Assume that all clauses depend on at least two different variables (that is, no clause380

is a tautology or forces an assignment to a single variable). Let Σn,m = X ∪ C, and let381

Rn,m = (X · C)∗ · {x1 · cj · x2 · cj · · ·xn · cj : j ∈ [m]} ⊆ Σ∗n,m. We construct a GFG-NBW382

Aϕ that recognizes Ln,m = (Rn,m)ω, and is DBP iff ϕ is satisfiable.383

Let Dn,m be a DFW that recognizes Rn,m with O(n ·m) states, a single accepting state384

p, and an initial state q0 that is visited only once in all runs. For example, we can define385

Dn,m = 〈Σn,m, Qn,m, q0, δn,m, {p}〉 as follows: from q0, the DFW expects to read only words386

in (X ·C)∗ – upon a violation of this pattern, it goes to a rejecting sink. Now, if the pattern is387

respected, then with X \ {x1}, the DFW goes to two states where it loops with C · (X \ {x1})388

and, upon reading x1 from all states that expect to see letters in X, it branches with each cj ,389

for all j ∈ [m], to a path where it hopes to detect an x2 · cj · · ·xn · cj suffix. If the detection is390

completed successfully, it goes to the accepting state p. Otherwise, it returns to the two-state391

loop.392

Now, we defineAϕ = 〈Σn,m, Qϕ, p, δϕ, {q0}〉, where Qϕ = Qn,m∪{qik : (i, k) ∈ {0, 1}×[n]}.393

The idea behind Aϕ is as follows. From state p (that is, the accepting state of Dn,m, which394

is now the initial state of Aϕ), the NBW Aϕ expects to read a letter in X. When it reads395

xk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, it nondeterministically branches to the states q0
k and q1

k. Intuitively, when396

it branches to q0
k, it guesses that the clause that comes next is one that is satisfied when397

xk = 0, namely a clause in C0
k . Likewise, when it branches to q1

k, it guesses that the clause398

that comes next is one that is satisfied when xk = 1, namely a clause in C1
k . When the guess399

is successful, Aϕ moves to the α-state q0. When the guess is not successful, it returns to400

p. Implementing the above intuition, transitions from the states Qn,m \ {p} are inherited401

from Dn,m, and transitions from the states in {qik : (i, k) ∈ {0, 1} × [n]} ∪ {p} are defined as402

follows (see also Figure 3).403

For all k ∈ [n], we have that δϕ(p, xk) = {q0
k, q

1
k}.404

For all k ∈ [n], i ∈ {0, 1}, and j ∈ [m], if cj ∈ Cik, then δϕ(qik, cj) = {q0}. Otherwise,405

δϕ(qik, cj) = {p}. For example, if c1 = x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3, then δϕ(q0
2 , c1) = {q0} and406

δϕ(q1
2 , c1) = {p}.407
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Dn,m

p

q0

q0k q1k

xk

C \ C0
k

C0
k

xk

C \ C1
k

C1
k

Figure 3 The transitions to and from the states q0
k and q1

k in Aϕ.

Note that p is the only nondeterministic state of Aϕ and that for every deterministic408

pruning of Aϕ, all the words in (X ·C)ω have an infinite run in the pruned automaton. This409

run, however, may eventually loop in {p} ∪ {q0
k, q

1
k : k ∈ [n]}. Note also, that for readability410

purposes, the automaton Aϕ is not total. Specifically, the states of Aϕ are partitioned into411

states that expect to see letters in X and states that expect to see letters in C. In particular,412

all infinite paths in Aϕ are labeled by words in (X ·C)ω. Thus, when defining a GFG strategy413

g for Aϕ, we only need to define g on prefixes in (X · C)∗ ∪ (X · C)∗ ·X.414

In the following propositions, we prove that Aϕ is a GFG NBW recognizing Ln,m, and415

that Aϕ is DBP iff ϕ is satisfiable. J416

I Proposition 5. L(Aϕ) ⊆ Ln,m.417

Proof. As already mentioned, all infinite paths of Aϕ, accepting or rejecting, are labeled by418

words in (X · C)ω. Further, any accepting run of Aϕ has infinitely many sub-runs that are419

accepting finite runs of Dn,m. Since Ln,m = (Rn,m)ω = (X · C)ω ∩ (∞Rn,m), it follows that420

L(Aϕ) ⊆ Ln,m. J421

I Proposition 6. There exists a strategy g : Σ∗ → Qϕ for Aϕ that accepts all words in422

Ln,m. Formally, for all w ∈ Ln,m, the run g(w) = g(w[1, 0]), g(w[1, 1]), g(w[1, 2]), . . ., is an423

accepting run of Aϕ on w.424

Proof. The definition of Ln,m is such that when reading a prefix that ends with a subword425

of the form x1 · cj , for some j ∈ [m], then we can guess that the word continues with426

x2 · cj · x3 · cj · · ·xn · cj ; thus that cj is the clause that is going to repeat. Therefore, when we427

are at state p after reading a word that ended with x1 · cj , and we read x2, it is a good GFG428

strategy to move to a state qi2 such that the assignment x2 = i satisfies cj (if such i ∈ {0, 1}429

exists; otherwise the strategy can choose arbitrary between q0
2 and q1

2), and if the run gets430

back to p, the strategy continues with assignments that hope to satisfy cj , until the run gets431

to q0 or another occurrence of x1 is detected. Note that while it is not guaranteed that for432

all k ∈ [n] there is i ∈ {0, 1} such that the assignment xk = i satisfies cj , it is guaranteed433

that such an i exists for at least two different k’s (we assume that all clauses depend on at434

least two variables). Thus, even though we a priori miss an opportunity to satisfy cj with435

an assignment to x1, it is guaranteed that there is another 2 ≤ k ≤ n such that cj can be436

satisfied by xk.437

We define g inductively as follows. Recall that Aϕ is nondeterministic only in the state p,438

and so in all other states, the strategy g follows the only possible transition. First, for all439

k ∈ [n], we define g(xk) = q0
k. Let v ∈ (X · C)∗ ·X, be such that g has already been defined440

on v and let j ∈ [m]. Since v /∈ (X · C)∗, we have that g(v) 6= p and so g(v · cj) is uniquely441

defined. We continue and define g on u = v · cj · xk, for all k ∈ [n]. If g(v · cj) 6= p, then g(u)442

is uniquely defined. Otherwise, g(v · cj) = p and we define g(u) as follows,443
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If k = 1, then we define g(u) = q0
1 .444

If k > 1 and xk participates in cj , then we define g(u) = qik, where i ∈ {0, 1} is minimal445

with cj ∈ Cik. That is, i is the minimal assignment to xk that satisfies cj .446

If k > 1 and xk does not participate in cj , then the value of cj is not affected by the447

assignment to xk, and in that case we define g(u) = q0
k.448

The reason for the distinction between the cases k = 1 and k > 1 is that when we see a finite449

word that ended with cj · x1, then there is no special reason to hope that the next letter is450

going to be cj . This is in contrast, for example, to the case we have seen a word that ends451

with cj′ · x1 · cj · x2, where it is worthwhile to guess we are about to see cj as the next letter.452

By the definition of g, it is consistent with ∆ϕ. In Appendix C we formally prove that453

g is a winning GFG strategy for Aϕ. Namely, that for all w ∈ Ln,m, the run g(w) on w,454

generated by g is accepting. J455

We now examine the relation between prunings of Aϕ and assignments to ϕ. Consider an456

assignment i1, . . . , in ∈ {0, 1}, for X. I.e., xk = ik for all k ∈ [n]. Then a possible memoryless457

GFG strategy, is to always move from p to qikk when reading xk. This in fact, describes458

a one to one correspondence, between assignments and prunings of Aϕ. Assume that the459

assignment ik ∈ {0, 1}, for k ∈ [n], satisfies ϕ, then the corresponding pruning recognizes460

Ln,m. Indeed, instead of trying to satisfy the last read clause cj , we may ignore this extra461

information, and rely on the fact that one of the assignments xk = ik is going to satisfy cj .462

In other words, the satisfiability of ϕ allows us to ignore the history and still accept all words463

in Ln,m, which makes Aϕ DBP. On the other hand, if an assignment does not satisfy some464

clause cj , then the corresponding pruning will fail to accept the word (x1 · cj · · ·xn · cj)ω,465

which shows that if ϕ is not satisfiable then Aϕ is not DBP. In Appendix C we formally466

prove that there is a one to one correspondence between prunings of Aϕ and assignments to467

ϕ, and that an assignment satisfies ϕ iff the corresponding pruning recognizes Ln,m, implying468

Proposition 7.469

I Proposition 7. The formula ϕ is satisfiable iff the GFG-NBW Aϕ is DBP.470

We continue to co-Büchi automata. In [13], the authors prove that deciding the DBPness471

of a given NCW is NP-complete. For the lower bound, they describe a reduction from the472

Hamiltonian-cycle problem. Essentially, given a connected graph G = 〈[n], E〉, the reduction473

outputs an NCW AG over the alphabet [n] that is obtained from G by adding self loops to474

all vertices, labelling the loop at a vertex i by the letter i, and labelling the edges from vertex475

i to all its neighbours in G by every letter j 6= i. Then, the co-Büchi condition requires a476

run to eventually get stuck at a self-loop6. Accordingly, L(AG) = [n]∗ ·
⋃
i∈[n] i

ω.477

It is not hard to see that AG is GFG. Indeed, a GFG strategy can decide to which478

neighbour of i to proceed with a letter j 6= i by following a cycle c that traverses all the479

vertices of the graph G. Since when we read j 6= i at vertex i we move to a neighbour state,480

then by following the cycle c upon reading iω, we eventually reach the vertex i and get stuck481

at the i-labeled loop. Thus, the NP-hardness result of [13] apply already for GFG-NCWs,482

and we can conclude with the following.483

I Theorem 8. The problem of deciding whether a given GFG-NCW is DBP is NP-complete.484

6 The exact reduction is more complicated and involves an additional letter # that forces each deterministic
pruning of AG to proceed to the same neighbour of i upon reading a letter j 6= i from the vertex i.
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5 A probability-Based Analysis of the Different Levels485

Consider a nondeterministic automaton A. We say that A is almost-DBP if there is a486

deterministic pruning A′ of A such that P(L(A) \ L(A′)) = 0. Thus, while A′ need not487

accept all the words accepted by A, it rejects only a negligible set of words in L(A). Clearly,488

if A is DBP, then it is almost-DBP. In this section we study the almost-DBPness of GFG489

and SD automata. We show that while for Büchi (and hence also weak) automata, semantic490

determinism implies almost-DBPness, thus every SD-NBW is almost-DBP, for co-Büchi491

automata semantic determinism is not enough, and we need GFGness. Thus, there is an492

SD-NCW that is not almost-DBP, yet all GFG-NCWs are almost-DBP.493

We first show that, unsurprisingly, not all NBWs are almost-DBP.494

I Theorem 9. There is an NBW that is not almost-DBP.495

Proof. Consider the NBW A1 in Figure 4. It is not hard to see that L(A1) = {a, b}ω, and496

so P(L(A1)) = 1. Moreover, every deterministic pruning of A1 is such that qrej is reachable497

from all states, which implies that {qrej} is the only ergodic SCC of any pruning. Since498

{qrej} is α-free, it follows that every deterministic pruning of A1 recognizes a language of499

measure zero, and hence A1 is not almost-DBP. As an example, consider the deterministic500

pruning A′1 described on the right hand side of Figure 4. The only ergodic SCC of A′1 is501

α-free, and as such P(L(A′1)) = 0.502

A1:

q0

qa

qb

qrej
a

b

a

b

a, b

a

b

b

a

A′

1
:

q0

qa

qb

qrej
a

b

a, b

a

b

b

a

Figure 4 An NBW that is not almost-DBP.

J503

We continue to the positive result about Büchi automata. Consider an NBW A =504

〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉. We define a simple stochastic Büchi game GA as follows.7 The game is played505

between Random and Eve. The positions of Random are Q, these of Eve are Q× Σ. The506

game starts from position q0. A round in the game starts at some position q ∈ Q and507

proceeds as follows.508

1. Random picks a letter σ ∈ Σ uniformly, and the game moves to position (q, σ).509

2. Eve picks a transition (q, σ, p) ∈ ∆, and the game moves to position p.510

A probabilistic strategy for Eve is f : (Q × Σ)+ → [0, 1]Q, where for all histories511

x ∈ (Q× Σ)∗ and positions of Eve (q, σ) ∈ Q× Σ, the function d = f(x · (q, σ)) : Q→ [0, 1],512

is a distribution on Q such that d(p) 6= 0 implies that p ∈ δ(q, σ). As usual, we say that a513

strategy f is memoryless, if it depends only on the current position, thus for all histories514

x, y ∈ (Q× Σ)∗ and positions of Eve (q, σ) ∈ Q× Σ, it holds that f(x · (q, σ)) = f(y · (q, σ)).515

7 In [10] these games are called simple 1 1
2 -player games with Büchi winning objectives and almost-sure

winning criterion.
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A strategy for Eve is pure if for all histories x ∈ (Q×Σ)∗ and positions of Eve (q, σ) ∈ Q×Σ,516

there is a position p ∈ δ(q, σ) such that f(x · (q, σ))(p) = 1. When Eve plays according to a517

strategy f , the outcome of the game can be viewed as a run rf = q0
f , q

1
f , q

2
f , . . . in A, over a518

random word wf ∈ Σω. (The word that is generated in a play is independent of the strategy519

of Eve, but we use the notion wf to emphasize that we are considering the word that is520

generated in a play where Eve plays according to f).521

Let Qrej = {q ∈ Q : P(L(Aq)) = 0}. The outcome rf of the game is winning for Eve522

iff rf is accepting, or rf visits Qrej . Note that for all positions q ∈ Qrej and p ∈ Q, if p is523

reachable from q, then p ∈ Qrej . Hence, the winning condition can be defined by the Büchi524

objective α∪Qrej . Note that rf is winning for Eve iff inf(rf ) ⊆ Qrej or inf(rf )∩ α 6= ∅. We525

say that f is an almost-sure winning strategy, if rf is winning for Eve with probability 1,526

and Eve almost-sure wins in GA if she has an almost-sure winning strategy.527

I Theorem 10. All SD-NBWs are almost-DBP.528

Proof. In Appendix D, we show that a probabilistic strategy for Eve in which in each position529

(q, σ) she picks one of the σ-successors of q uniformly at random is winning in GA with530

probability 1, in fact even without assuming that A is semantically deterministic. By [10],531

simple stochastic parity games enjoy pure memoryless determinacy. Since Büchi games are532

a special case of parity games, this implies that Eve also has a pure memoryless winning533

strategy f in GA.534

Since f is pure memoryless, it induces a pruning Af of A. In Appendix D, we show535

that if A is SD, then the probability that wf ∈ L(A) but rf is rejecting is zero. Thus,536

P(L(A) \ L(Af )) = 0, implying that A is almost-DBP. J537

We continue to co-Büchi automata and show that unlike the case of Büchi, here semantic538

determinism does not imply almost-DBPness.539

I Theorem 11. There is an SD-NCW that is not almost-DBP.540

Proof. Consider the NCW A2 in Figure 5. It is not hard to see that L(A2) = {a, b}ω,541

and hence P(L(A2)) = 1. In fact all the states q of A2 have L(Aq2) = {a, b}ω, and so it is542

semantically deterministic. Moreover, every deterministic pruning of A2 is strongly connected

A2:

q0

qa

qb

p
a

b

a

b

a

b

a

b

a b

b a A′
2:

q0

qa

qb

p
a

b

a

b

a b

b a

Figure 5 An SD-NCW that is not almost-DBP.
543

and not α-free. It follows that any deterministic pruning of A2 recognizes a language of544

measure zero, and hence A2 is not almost-DBP. As an example, consider the deterministic545

pruning A′2 described on the right hand side of Figure 5. It is easy to see that A′2 is strongly546

connected and not α-free, and as such, P(L(A′2)) = 0. J547

Consider a language L ⊆ Σω of infinite words. We say that a finite word x ∈ Σ∗ is a good548

prefix for L if x · Σω ⊆ L. Then, L is a co-safety language if every word in L has a good549

prefix [1]. Let co-safe(L) = {x · w ∈ Σω : x is a good prefix of L}. Clearly, co-safe(L) ⊆ L.550
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The other direction is not necessarily true. For example, if L ⊆ {a, b}ω is the set of all words551

with infinitely many a’s, then co-safe(L) = ∅. In fact, co-safe(L) = L iff L is a co-safety552

language. As we show now, when L is NCW-recognizable, we can relate L and co-safe(L) as553

follows.554

I Lemma 12. If L is NCW-recognizable, then P(L(A) \ co-safe(L(A))) = 0.555

Proof. Consider an NCW-recognizable language L. Since NCW=DCW, there is a DCW556

D that recognizes L(A). Assume without loss of generality that D has a single state q557

with L(Aq) = Σω, in particular, C = {q} is the only ergodic α-free SCC of A. Then,558

for every word w ∈ Σω, we have that w ∈ co-safe(L) iff the run of D on w reaches C.559

Hence, the probability that w ∈ L(A) \ co-safe(L(A)) equals the probability that inf(r)560

is α-free but is not an ergodic SCC of D. Since the later happens w.p 0, we have that561

P(L(A) \ co-safe(L(A))) = 0. J562

By Lemma 12, pruning an NCW in a way that would make it recognize co-safe(L(A))563

results in a DCW that approximates A, and thus witnesses that A is almost-DBP. We now564

show that for GFG-NCWs, such a pruning is possible, and conclude that GFG-NCWs are565

almost-DBP.566

I Theorem 13. All GFG-NCWs are almost-DBP.567

Proof. Let A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉 be a GFG-NCW. Consider the NCW A′ = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α
′〉,568

where α′ = α ∪ {q ∈ Q : L(Aq) 6= Σω}. We prove that A′ is a GFG-NCW with L(A′) =569

co-safe(L(A)). Consider a word w ∈ L(A′), and let r = q0, q1, q2, . . . be an accepting run of570

A′ on w. There exists a prefix x ∈ Σ∗ of w such that r reaches some q /∈ α′ when reading x.571

Hence L(Aq) = Σω, and so x ·Σω ⊆ L(A). That is, x is a good prefix and w ∈ co-safe(L(A)).572

Thus, L(A′) ⊆ co-safe(L(A)).573

In order to see that A′ is GFG and that co-safe(L(A)) ⊆ L(A′), we consider a GFG574

strategy f ofA and use it as a strategy forA′. We need to prove that for all w ∈ co-safe(L(A)),575

the run r that f generates on w eventually visits only states q /∈ α′. Since co-safe(L(A)) ⊆576

L(A), we know that inf(r) ∩ α = ∅. It is left to show that r eventually visits only states577

q ∈ Q with L(Aq) = Σω. Observe that if x ∈ Σ∗ is a good prefix of L(A), then for all y ∈ Σ∗,578

we have that x · y is also a good prefix. Moreover, if x ∈ Σ∗ is a good prefix, then since f579

is a GFG strategy, it follows that for all u ∈ Σω the run f(x · u) is accepting, and hence580

u ∈ L(Af(x)). I.e, L(Af(x)) = Σω. Thus, w has only finitely many bad prefixes, and so581

f(x) ∈ {q ∈ Q : L(Aq) 6= Σω} for only finitely many prefixes x of w. That is, inf(r) ∩ α′ = ∅,582

and f is a GFG strategy for A′.583

So, A′ is a GFG-NCW with L(A′) = co-safe(L(A)). Since co-safe(L(A)) is co-safe, it is584

DWW-recognizable [27]. By [7], GFG-NCWs whose language is DWW-realizable are DBP. Let585

δ′ be the restriction δ to a deterministic transition function such that D′ = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ
′, α′〉 is586

a DCW with L(D′) = L(A′) = co-safe(L(A)). Consider now the DCW D = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ
′, α〉587

that is obtained from D′ by replacing α′ with α. It is clear that D is a pruning of A. Note588

that, α ⊆ α′, and hence co-safe(L(A)) = L(D′) ⊆ L(D). That is, D is a pruning of A that589

approximates L(A) up to a negligible set, and A is almost-DBP. J590
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A Determinization of a SD-NBW666

Given an SD-NBW A = 〈Σ, Q, q0, δ, α〉, the DBW generated in [14] is A′ = 〈Σ, Q′, q′0, δ′, α′〉,667

where Q′ = 2Q, q′0 = {q0}, α′ = {S ∈ 2Q : S ⊆ α}, and the transition function δ′ is defined668

for every subset S ∈ 2Q and letter σ ∈ Σ as follows. If δ(S, σ)∩α = ∅, then δ′(S, σ) = δ(S, σ).669

Otherwise, if δ(S, σ) ∩ α 6= ∅, then δ′(S, σ) = δ(S, σ) ∩ α.670

Thus, we proceed as the standard subset construction, except that whenever a constructed671

set contains a state in α, we leave in the set only states in α. Accordingly, every reachable672

state S ∈ Q′ contains only α-states of A or only ᾱ-states of A. Note that as A is SD, then673

for every two states q, q′ ∈ Q, letter σ ∈ Σ, and transitions 〈q, σ, s〉, 〈q′, σ, s′〉 ∈ ∆, if q ∼A q′,674

then s ∼A s′. Consequently, every reachable state S of A′ consists of A-equivalent states.675

Without loss of generality, we restrict A′ to its reachable states.676

The following two propositions follow immediately from the definitions:677

I Proposition 14. Consider states q ∈ Q and S ∈ Q′, a letter σ ∈ Σ, and transitions678

〈q, σ, q′〉 and 〈S, σ, S′〉 of A and A′, respectively. If q is A-equivalent to the states in S, then679

q′ is A-equivalent to the states in S′.680

I Proposition 15. Consider a state S of A′ and a letter σ ∈ Σ. If 〈S, σ, S′〉 ∈ ∆′ and681

S′ /∈ α′, then all the σ-successors of a state s ∈ S are in S′ \ α.682

We can now prove the correctness of the construction:683

I Proposition 16. The automata A and A′ are equivalent.684

Proof. We first prove that L(A′) ⊆ L(A). Let rA′ = S0, S1, S2, . . . be an accepting run of A′685

on a word w = σ1 · σ2 · · · . We construct an accepting run of A on w. Since rA′ is accepting,686

there are infinitely many positions j1, j2, . . . with Sji
∈ α′. We also define j0 = 0. Consider687

the DAG G = 〈V,E〉, where688

V ⊆ Q× N is the union
⋃
i≥0(Sji

× {i}).689

E ⊆
⋃
i≥0(Sji

×{i})×(Sji+1×{i+1}) is such that for all i ≥ 0, it holds that E(〈s′, i〉, 〈s, i+690

1〉) iff there is a finite run from s′ to s over w[ji + 1, ji+1]. Then, we label this edge by691

the run from s′ to s.692
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By the definition of A′, for every j ≥ 0 and state sj+1 ∈ Sj+1, there is a state sj ∈ Sj693

such that 〈sj , σj , sj+1〉 ∈ ∆. Thus, it follows by induction that for every i ≥ 0 and state694

si+1 ∈ Sji+1 , there is a state si ∈ Sji
such that there is a finite run from si to si+1 on695

w[ji + 1, ji+1]. Thus, the DAG G has infinitely many reachable vertices from the vertex696

〈q0, 0〉. Also, as the nondeterminism degree of A is finite, so is the branching degree of G.697

Thus, by König’s Lemma, G includes an infinite path, and the labels along the edges of this698

path define a run of A on w. Since for all i ≥ 1, the state Sji
is in α′, and so all the states699

in Sji are in α, this run is accepting, and we are done.700

For the other direction, assume that w = σ1 · σ2 · · · ∈ L(A), and let r = r0, r1, . . . be701

an accepting run of A on w. Let S0, S1, S2 . . . be the run of A′ on w, and assume, by way702

of contradiction, that there is a position j ≥ 0 such that Sj , Sj+1, . . . is an α-free run on703

the suffix w[j + 1,∞]. Then, an iterative application of Proposition 15 implies that all the704

runs of a state sj ∈ Sj on w[j + 1,∞] are α-free in A. Also, an iterative application of705

Proposition 14 implies that rj ∼A sj , and since r is an accepting run of A, it holds that Asj706

has an accepting run on w[j + 1,∞], and we have reached a contradiction. J707

It is left to prove that weakness of A is preserved in A′.708

I Proposition 17. If A is an NWW, then A′ is a DWW.709

Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that there are reachable states S ∈ α′ and S′ /∈ α′,710

and an infinite run rA′ = S0, S1, S2, . . . that visits both S and S′ infinitely often. Recall that711

a reachable state in Q′ contains only α-states of A or only ᾱ-states of A. Hence, S′ contains712

only ᾱ-states of A.713

As in the proof of Proposition 16, the run rA′ induces an infinite run rA = s0, s1, s2, . . .,714

where for all positions j ≥ 0, it holds that sj ∈ Sj . Since the run rA′ visits S infinitely often,715

then rA visits infinitely many α-states. Likewise, since rA′ visits S′ infinitely often, then rA716

also visits infinitely many ᾱ-states. This contradicts the weakness of A, and we are done. J717

B Details of the Reduction in Theorem 3718

We describe the technical details of the construction of A. Let T = 〈Γ, Q,→, q0, qacc, qrej〉,719

where Γ is the working alphabet, Q is the set of states, →⊆ Q× Γ×Q× Γ× {L,R} is the720

transition relation (we use (q, a) → (q′, b,∆) to indicate that when T is in state q and it721

reads the input a in the current tape cell, it moves to state q′, writes b in the current tape722

cell, and its reading head moves one cell to the left/right, according to ∆), q0 is the initial723

state, qacc is the accepting states, and qrej is the rejecting one. The transitions function →724

is defined also for the final states qacc and qrej : when a computation of T reaches them, it725

erases the tape, goes to the leftmost cell in the tape, and moves to the initial state q0. Recall726

that s : N→ N is the polynomial space function of T . Thus, when T runs on the empty tape,727

it uses at most n0 = s(0) cells.728

We encode a configuration of T on a word of length at most n0 by a string #γ1γ2 . . . (q, γi) . . . γn0 .729

That is, a configuration starts with #, and all its other letters are in Γ, except for one letter730

in Q× Γ. The meaning of such a configuration is that the j’th cell in T , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n0, is731

labeled γj , the reading head points at cell i, and T is in state q. For example, the initial732

configuration of T is #(q0, b)b . . . b (with n0 − 1 occurrences of b’s) where b stands for an733

empty cell. We can now encode a computation of T by a sequence of configurations.734

Let Σ = {#}∪Γ∪ (Q×Γ) and let #σ1 . . . σn0#σ′1 . . . σ′n0
be two successive configurations735

of T . We also set σ0, σ′0, and σn0+1 to #. For each triple 〈σi−1, σi, σi+1〉 with 1 ≤ i ≤ n0,736

we know, by the transition relation of T , what σ′i should be. In addition, the letter # should737
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repeat exactly every n0 + 1 letters. Let next(〈σi−1, σi, σi+1〉) denote our expectation for σ′i.738

That is,739

next(〈γi−1, γi, γi+1〉) = next(〈#, γi, γi+1〉) = next(〈γi−1, γi,#〉) = γi.740

next(〈(q, γi−1), γi, γi+1〉) = next(〈(q, γi−1), γi,#〉) =741 {
γi If (q, γi−1)→ (q′, γ′i−1, L)
(q′, γi) If (q, γi−1)→ (q′, γ′i−1, R)742

next(〈γi−1, (q, γi), γi+1〉) = next(〈#, (q, γi), γi+1〉) =743

next(〈γi−1, (q, γi),#〉) = γ′i where (q, γi)→ (q′, γ′i,∆) 8.744

next(〈γi−1, γi, (q, γi+1)〉) = next(〈#, γi, (q, γi+1)〉) =745 {
γi If (q, γi+1)→ (q′, γ′i+1, R)
(q′, γi) If (q, γi+1)→ (q′, γ′i, L)746

next(〈σn0 ,#, σ′1〉) = #.747

Consistency with next now gives us a necessary condition for a word to encode a legal748

computation that uses n0 tape cells.749

In order to accept words that satisfy C1, namely detect a violation of next, the NWW750

A use its nondeterminism and guesses a triple 〈σi−1, σi, σi+1〉 ∈ Σ3 and guesses a position751

in the word, where it checks whether the three letters to be read starting this position are752

σi−1, σi, and σi+1, and checks whether next(〈σi−1, σi, σi+1〉) is not the letter to come n0 + 1753

letters later. Once A sees such a violation, it goes to an accepting sink. If next is respected,754

or if the guessed triple and position is not successful, then A returns to its initial state. Also,755

at any point that A still waits to guess a position of a triple, it can guess to return back to756

the initial state.757

In order to accept words that satisfy C2, namely detect an encoding of the initial758

configuration of T on the empty tape and a final configuration after it that is accepting, the759

NWW A guesses a position where it compares the next n0 + 1 letters with #(q0, b)b . . . b. If760

the initial configuration is indeed detected, it waits for letters in {qacc, qrej} × Γ. If a letter761

with qacc arrives before a letter with qrej , then A goes to the accepting sink. Otherwise if762

a letter with qrej arrives before a letter with qacc, then A returns back to the initial state.763

Also, at any point that A still waits to detect the initial configuration, or when it waits to764

see a letter in {qacc, qrej} × Γ, it can guess to return back to the initial state. Note that we765

could have added the option to keep on waiting for qacc even if qrej arrives first. Indeed, if w766

includes the initial configuration and both qrej and qacc afterwards, then there must be a767

violation of next.768

C Correctness and full details of the reduction in Theorem 4769

We first prove that the GFG strategy g defined in Proposition 6 satisfies two essential770

properties. Then, in Lemma 20, we show that these properties imply that g is a winning771

GFG strategy for Aϕ.772

I Lemma 18. For all u ∈ (X · C)∗ and v ∈ Rn,m, if g(u) = p, then there is a prefix773

y ∈ (X · C)∗ of v such that g(u · y) = q0.774

8 We assume that the reading head of T does not “fall” from the right or the left boundaries of the
tape. Thus, the case where (i = 1) and (q, γi) → (q′, γ′

i, L) and the dual case where (i = n0) and
(q, γi) → (q′, γ′

i, R) are not possible.
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Proof. Let j ∈ [m] and 2 ≤ k ≤ n, be such that v ends with the word xk ·cj ·xk+1 ·cj · · ·xn ·cj ,775

and k is the minimal index that is greater than 1, for which xk participates in cj . Since we776

assume that each of the clauses of ϕ depend on at least two variables, such k > 1 exists.777

Let i ∈ {0, 1} be minimal with cj ∈ Cik, and let z ∈ (X · C)∗ be a prefix of v such that778

v = z · xk · cj · · ·xn · cj . If there is a prefix y ∈ (X · C)∗ of z, such that g(u · y) = q0 then779

we are done. Otherwise, g(u · z) = p. By definition of g and the choice of k, we know that780

g(u · z · xk) = qik, where the assignment xk = i satisfies cj . Thus, if we take y = z · xk · cj ,781

then g(u · y) = q0, and y is a prefix of v. J782

I Lemma 19. For all u ∈ (X · C)∗ and v ∈ Rn,m, if g(u) = q0, then there is a prefix783

z ∈ (X · C)∗ of v such that g(u · z) = p.784

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that Dn,m is a DFW that recognizes Rn,m785

and p is the only accepting state of Dn,m. Thus, we may take z to be the minimal prefix of786

v that is in Rn,m. J787

Recall that a GFG strategy g : Σ∗ → Q has to agree with the the transitions of Aϕ.788

That is, for all w ∈ (X · C)∗, xk ∈ X, and cj ∈ C, it holds that (g(w), xk, g(w · xk)) and789

(g(w · xk), cj , g(x · xk · cj)) are in ∆ϕ. In addition, if g satisfies the conditions in Lemmas 18790

and 19, we say that g supports a (p, q0)-circle.791

I Lemma 20. If g : Σ∗ → Q is consistent with ∆ϕ and supports a (p, q0)-circle, then for all792

words w ∈ Ln,m, the run g(w) is accepting.793

Proof. Consider a word w ∈ Ln,m = (Rn,m)ω. Observe that if w′ ∈ (X ·C)ω is a suffix of w,794

then w′ ∈ Ln,m, and hence has a prefix in Rn,m. Thus, if g supports a (p, q0)-circle, there795

exist y1, z1 ∈ (X · C)∗, such that y1 · z1 is a prefix of w, g(y1) = q0, and g(y1 · z1) = p. Let796

w′ ∈ (X · C)ω be the suffix of w with w = y1 · z1 · w′. By the above, w′ ∈ Ln,m, and we can797

now apply again the assumption on g to obtain y2, z2 ∈ (X · C)∗ such that y2 · z2 is a prefix798

of w′, g(y1 · z1 · y2) = q0, and g(y1 · z1 · y2 · z2) = p. By iteratively applying this argument,799

we construct {yi, zi : i ≥ 1} ⊆ (X · C)∗, such that wi = y1 · z1 · y2 · z2 · · · yi−1 · zi−1 · yi is a800

prefix of w, and g(wi) = q0, for all i ≥ 1. We conclude that q0 ∈ inf(g(w)), and hence g(w)801

is accepting. J802

It is easy to see that there is a correspondence between assignments to the variables in X803

and deterministic prunnings of Aϕ. Indeed, a pruning of p amounts to choosing, for each804

k ∈ [n], a value ik ∈ {0, 1}: the assignment xk = ik corresponds to keeping the transition805

〈p, xk, qikk 〉 and removing the transition 〈p, xk, q¬ikk 〉. For an assignment a : X → {0, 1}, we806

denote by Aaϕ the deterministic pruning of Aϕ that is associated with a. We prove that a807

satisfies ϕ iff Aaϕ is equivalent to Aϕ. Thus, the number of deterministic prunnings of Aϕ808

that result in a DBW equivalent to Aϕ, equals to the number of assignments that satisfy ϕ.809

In particular, ϕ is satisfiable iff Aϕ is DBP. This concludes the proof of the lower bound in810

Theorem 4.811

I Proposition 21. For every assignment a : X → {0, 1}, we have that L(Aaϕ) = L(Aϕ) iff ϕ812

is satisfied by a.813

Proof. Assume first that ϕ is not satisfied by a. We prove that Ln,m 6= L(Aaϕ). Let j ∈ [m]814

be such that cj is not satisfied by a. I.e, for all k ∈ [n] the assignment xk = ik does not satisfy815

cj . Since qik is reachable in Aaϕ iff i = ik, and all cj-labeled transitions from {qikk : k ∈ [n]}816

are to p, it follows that the run of Aaϕ on {x1 · cj · x2 · cj · · ·xn · cj}ω never visits q0, and817

hence is rejecting. Thus, (x1 · cj · x2 · cj · · ·xn · cj)ω ∈ Ln,m \ L(Aaϕ).818
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For the other direction, we assume that a satisfies ϕ and prove that L(Aaϕ) = Ln,m. Let819

ga : Σ∗ → Q be the memoryless strategy that correspond to the pruning Aaϕ. By Lemma 20,820

it is sufficient proving that ga supports a (p, q0)-circle. Note that every strategy for Ln,m821

satisfies Lemma 19. Indeed, the proof only uses the fact that Dn,m is a DFW that recognizes822

Rn,m with a single accepting state p. Thus, we only need to prove that ga satisfies Lemma 18.823

That is, for all u ∈ (X ·C)∗ and v ∈ Rn,m, if ga(u) = p, then there is a prefix y ∈ (X ·C)∗ of824

v, such that ga(u · y) = q0. Consider such words u and v, and let j ∈ [m] be such that cj is825

the last letter of v. Let k ∈ [n] be the minimal index for which cj ∈ Cikk , and let z ∈ (X ·C)∗826

be a prefix of v such that v = z ·xk · cj ·xk+1 · cj · · ·xn · cj . If there exists a prefix y ∈ (X ·C)∗827

of z such that ga(u · y) = q0, then we are done. Otherwise, the finite run of Aaϕ on z from828

p, returns back to p, and hence ga(u · z) = p. Now ga(u · z · xk) = qikk , and since xk = ik829

satisfies cj we have ga(u · z · xk · cj) = q0. Thus, we may take y = z · xk · cj which is a prefix830

of v, and we are done. J831

D Missing Details in the Proof of Theorem 10832

We first show that Eve has a probabilistic strategy to win GA with probability 1, even without833

assuming that A is semantically deterministic. Consider the probabilistic strategy g where834

from (q, σ), Eve picks one of the σ-successors of q uniformly by random. Note that this835

strategy is memoryless, and hence the outcome of the game can be thought as a random836

walk in A that starts at q0 and gives positive probabilities to all transitions. Thus, with837

probability 1, the run rg is going to reach an ergodic SCC of A and visit all its states. If the838

run rg reaches an α-free ergodic SCC, then inf(rg) ⊆ Qrej , and hence rg is then winning for839

Eve. Otherwise, rg reaches a non α-free ergodic SCC, and with probability 1, it visits all the840

states in that SCC. Thus, with probability 1, we have inf(rg) ∩ α 6= 0, and rg is winning for841

Eve. Overall, Eve wins GA with probability 1 when playing according to g.842

Hence, by pure memoryless determinacy of simple stochastic parity games [10], we may843

consider a pure memoryless winning strategy f for Eve in GA. We say that rf is correct844

if wf ∈ L(A) implies that rf is accepting. Note that wf /∈ L(A) always implies that rf is845

rejecting. We show that if A is SD, then rf is correct with probability 1, where f is a pure846

memoryless winning strategy for Eve. Since f is pure memoryless, it induces a pruning of A.847

Denote this pruning by Af . We may think of rf as a random walk in Af . With probability848

1, the walk rf reaches an ergodic SCC C of Af , and visits all its states. Since f is a winning849

strategy, we know that C ⊆ Qrej or C ∩ α 6= ∅ with probability 1. If C ∩ α 6= ∅, then850

clearly rf is accepting with probability 1, and hence is correct with probability 1. Otherwise,851

C ⊆ Qrej , but then we claim that wf ∈ L(A) with probability 0. For i ≥ 1, let wif be852

the i-th letter of wf , and for i ≥ 0 let qif be the i-th state in rf . Then, by semantically853

determinism, for all i ≥ 0, it holds that wf ∈ L(A) iff wf [i + 1,∞] ∈ L(Aq
i
f ). Moreover,854

the word wf [i + 1,∞] is independent of qif , and hence for all q ∈ Q and i ≥ 0, the event855

wf [i + 1,∞] ∈ L(Aq) is independent of qif . Thus, for all q ∈ Q and i ≥ 0, it holds that856

P(wf ∈ L(A)|qif = q) = P(wf [i+ 1,∞] ∈ L(Aq)) = P(L(Aq)). Hence, by definition of Qrej ,857

and by the fact that Qrej is finite, we have that P(wf ∈ L(A)|rif ∈ Qrej) = 0 for all i ≥ 0,858

and so P(wf ∈ L(A)|rf visits Qrej) = 0. Overall, we showed that P(rf is correct) = 1.859

Notice that P(L(A) \ L(Af )), is precisely the probability that a random word wf is860

in L(A) but not accepted by Af . Namely, the probability that rf is not correct. Hence,861

P(L(A) \ L(Af )) = 0, and A is almost-DBP.862
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